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Introduction

The Bible, as God’s revealed Word, has a unique place in Christians’ life. It is worth noting that all forms of normative Christianity, that reached us, represent a faith focused on a written revelation and committed to a text-based version of God’s revelation.\(^1\) The labelling of Christians as ‘the people of the Book’, however, does not seem to be a very appropriate designation. First, it comes from Quran, 29.45 where the faithful muslims are commanded to ‘not dispute with the People of the Book: say, we believe in what has been sent down to us and what has been sent down to you’.\(^2\) Then, Orthodox Churches would not be very enthusiastic about this designation, either, due to their high view of Tradition, and they would indicate rather the Protestant Churches as better qualifying for such a description, with their heavy emphasis on sola scriptura. In many Eastern European countries, the Orthodox would often intimate that, from a historical perspective, Protestants, in general, and Baptists – in particular, have turned from the Roman Catholic Pope only to enter a new bondage, to the text of Bible as a paper pope, while desconsidering the special action of the Spirit, who gave both the Bible and the Tradition. The old medieval challenge regarding the intrinsic or extrinsic authority of the Bible and the individual’s right and duty to read and study God’s Word, has remained fresh and unchanged in the contemporary East European part of the world. This article considers the place and the role of the Bible in the life and worship of the Eastern Orthodox Churches, highlighting certain relevant aspects from a local Baptist perspective, such as: who, when and how is reading the Bible in the Orthodox Church; the relationship between Tradition and the New Testament; the special relation between Christ and the Gospel. This article has been conceived as an introduction to the role of the Bible in Eastern Orthodoxy, and is written with the Baptist perception that one’s relation with Scripture proves fundamental for Christian maturity and for effective Christian witness in our secular, postmodernistic world.

Bible Reading in the Orthodox Church – A Short Presentation

The first observations have to do with the when and how, and by whom is the Bible read in the Orthodox Church. The Holy Scripture is characteristically used during the worship: in the Liturgy, mainly, where there are two specific readings - the Apostle, from the book of Acts or from the Epistles, and the Gospel; in the Vespers (vecernie) - the OT is being read, and in the Matins (utrenie) - again, the Gospel.\(^3\) Many of the church hymns are Psalms and the whole Psalter is read once a week (and even twice or more, during Lent). In the

---


Byzantine rite, only the NT is read during the liturgy (with the exception of Revelation). Although, apparently, the orthodox believers are offered in the Liturgy ‘a solid diet of the reading, chanting and singing of Scripture’, the truth is that this exposure to Scripture is fairly limited.

The Bible has its clear place in the liturgy, namely during its first part, known as the Liturgy of the Word, and before the second part, which is known as the Liturgy of the Faithful (when the Eucharist is partaken). The precise moment is related to the middle part of the liturgy - the homily. Most often, this consists only of a short exhortation – it is difficult to call it expository sermon, although there are priests who would make more of this opportunity and preach longer expository messages with clear applications. On the whole, the liturgical context in reading and preaching of Scripture is particularly valuable, since it brings with it the special benefit of sacrificial, eucharistic connotations. The preached Word is understood, in a sacramental context, as eternal Gospel: ‘the sacramental discourse... is not mere garnish to a dull dish of Gospel. Sacrament is to Gospel what style is to meaning.’ The liturgical enacting is important because the rich representation of the Word recapitulates through liturgical symbols the history of salvation. The simple reading of the text is transcended by a richer communication of the cosmic drama of Christ's redemptive sacrifice.

This liturgical Bible reading with its exhortation in a sacramental context, benefits as well, according to some authors, from the fact that the whole congregation is standing during the service. Unlike evangelical denominations, or for that sake, the Roman Catholics and the Protestant churches, as well, etc., the Orthodox are not coming together simply ‘to hear the spoken words of the liturgy, listen to a sermon, partake of the eucharist, and then disperse’. The proclamation of the Word in the liturgy involves more – a ‘responsorial singing, stylized dialogue, and ritual processional movement’. To a certain extent such an enacted reading of the Bible within the framework of a church service or the rules of a confessional community has its counterparts in the Baptist church services, as well (service translates the meaning of liturgy, cf. Gk. leiturgē means ‘service of the people’). There are elements of liturgical enacting in the specific course of Baptist worship programmes, as well, in the ways drama is being used before or after the sermon in order to enhance an evangelistic point, in the prayer times and their structure, in the way the preacher approaches the pulpit, or handles the bread and the wine during the Lord’s supper, offering them to the elders, and then to the congregation, in the specific succession of hymns and addresses, etc. The place of the altar and of the eikonostasis (an icon ‘wall’ separating the altar area and rest of Church hall – which was just a fence, in many of the first centuries churches) has its Baptist counterpart in the general architecture of a Baptist Church in the almost sacred geometry of the pulpit, the functional design of the front platform, the choir place, the baptismistry, etc. The general feel of the Orthodox liturgy it has been said to communicate a greater solemnity;
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6 Clark, ‘Liturgical Preaching’, p. 36.
however, the standing and the permanent movement of the participants at the worship – in and out of the Church – may have a countereffect.\textsuperscript{7}

It is worth noting during liturgy that the whole congregation just listens and only one person does the reading, the priest. A collective reading or listening to the reading of the Bible, in the church, or within a programme run by a certain local church or denomination, and supervised by pastors and elders, is not uncommon to the evangelical believer.\textsuperscript{8} However, the Orthodox Church aims at keeping a tighter control on the private reading of the Bible. Dositheus’ \textit{Confession of Faith}, approved by the Council of Jerusalem (1672), restricts Bible reading to the educated specialist:

\begin{quote}
... [it] is permitted to every Orthodox to hear the Scriptures, that he may believe with the heart unto righteousness, and confess with his mouth unto salvation; but to read some parts of the Scriptures, and especially of the Old [Testament], is forbidden... For it is the same thing thus to prohibit persons not exercised thereto reading all the Sacred Scriptures, as to require infants to abstain from strong meat.\textsuperscript{9}
\end{quote}

Modern Orthodox requirements in this respect, have not changed from the medieval times, reminding one of arguments and attitudes that were common, for example, in William Tyndale’s time. The new converts do acknowledge the authority of the Church in matters of reading and interpreting the Bible: ‘the Holy Scriptures must be accepted and interpreted in accordance with the belief which has been handed down by the Holy Fathers, and which the Holy Orthodox Church our Mother has always held and still holds.’\textsuperscript{10} Orthodox believers do ‘interpret Scripture through the Church and in the Church’.\textsuperscript{11} In practice, the faithful are rarely encouraged to have a deeper contact with the Scriptures, apart from liturgy.\textsuperscript{12}

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\bibitem{7} C.S. Lewis has a different assessment: ‘what pleased me most about a Greek Orthodox mass I once attended was that there seemed to be no prescribed behaviour for the congregation. The beauty of it was that nobody took the slightest notice of what anyone else was doing’, in C.S. Lewis, \textit{Letters to Malcolm: Chiefly on Prayer}, London: Fontana Books, 1966, p. 12.
\bibitem{8} Grass, \textit{Evangelicalism and the Orthodox Church}, p. 103.
\end{thebibliography}
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argument goes that ‘if the Word of God were to come in the life of the believer through another way than the Church, it would cease to be the Word of God.’13 As a consequence, the preaching of the Word and catechism should be performed only if the reading programme is decided by the Church, if the teaching is performed by an authorized person, and if the assembly of the believers is canonically constituted.14 It is accepted, however, than one can engage in private, scientific reading of the Bible,15 with the provision that ‘the Church has the right and the duty to test the results of critical study, accepting, discarding or modifying them in the light of its inherited faith and its liturgical practice’.16 For the Orthodox the Church has the right to decide how the Bible is read because as the Body of Christ, it ‘stands mystically first and is fuller than Scripture’.17 One of the reasons mentioned to this effect, is, also, that the Bible is not an autonomous reality – only God has this status, i.e., exists on His own, and is the foundation, the ground of all being.18 Since the Holy Scripture has been born in the Church, it reflects the life and the faith of the Church and the fundamental criterion for any correct understanding of it is the need to relate all hermeneutics to the life of the Church.19 At this point, of course, one could ask what church is the Church, and how would this church make sure that she provides the needed tools and environment for people’s access to the Word of God? Can Orthodoxy continue to claim that she is the only true church, while Romano-Catholicism, Protestantism, or evangelical denominations are entirely left in the unknown, somewhere at God’s eternal and impenetrable mercy?20 This exclusivist attitude of the Orthodox Church, as well as her claims as the true keeper of Scripture and of Tradition, and the relative low emphasis on the first, have raised historically, certain stern walls in the way of people’s awareness and obedience of Scripture.21

---

13 Prelipcean and Marcu, ‘La Parole de Dieu’, p. 36.
16 K. Ware, ‘Authority in the Orthodox Church’, p. 947.
19 Coman, Biblia în Biserică, p. 78.
20 J. Stamoolis, III, ‘Scripture and Tradition in the Orthodox Church’, in Churches, Scripture and Tradition. Evangelical Review of Theology, 19/2 April 1995, emphasizes this historical claim of the Orthodox Church, quoting Bulgakov, as well: ‘Orthodoxy is Christ’s Church on Earth’ (The Orthodox Church, p. 9).
21 Cf. Coman, Biblia în Biserică, pp. 8-9, referring to father D. Stâniloae, who has acknowledged this tendency in his own work, as well.
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The Bible, the Church, and Tradition as a Guardian of the Bible

The Orthodox Church sees the relevance of the NT strictly in the context of the primacy of the Church and of Tradition (‘the Church existed before the New Testament scriptures were written’… and ‘these scriptures were composed by members of the Church to record the institution and early history of the Church’); at that time ‘the early Christians had scriptures, but these were the books of the OT, and their religion was the fulfillment of all that was prophesied and anticipated in them’.22 These statements have a true ring, yet, they cannot be used in supporting the view that the NT, in some sense, is less Scripture than the VT, or that it shares the Scripture status, or authority, with Tradition, as many Orthodox authors would intimate.

The discussion concerning the meaning and the content of Tradition is a complex one, and it has been the subject of countless addresses, articles and books. As a rule it is accepted that tradition, paradosis (Gk.), is a term rich in nuances and perspectives which can include even the NT as such, cf. Gal. 1.12, 1 Cor. 15.33 (there is also an authoritative Tradition, a respectable and inclusive tradition, and many local church traditions).23 The Tradition issue has proved a highly dividing one: ‘ultimately, the conflict between East and West resides in two conflicting spiritual perceptions of tradition’.24 On the one hand, there is the magisterial representational authority of the Pope - in Roman-Catholicism, and the external authority of the Bible - sola scriptura of the Reformers;25 on the other, the Orthodox Churches emphasize the internal authority of the Spirit and of the Church, or of the Spirit within and through the Church.26 The Orthodox Church consistently and emphatically presents herself as the faithful treasurer of this Tradition,27 many Orthodox theologians insisting that her testimony is a Spirit filled and Spirit inspired one: ‘reference to tradition is not historical

22 Bishop Dmitri, Orthodox Christian Teaching, p. 6. This view, that the NT is a mere record of the early existence of the Church, while spiritual authority resides in the Church institution, as such, is quite a debated issue in the Orthodox Church itself.
inquiry. Tradition is not limited to Church archaeology... Tradition is the witness of the Spirit... the constant abiding of the Spirit... Tradition is a charismatic, not a historical principle’.\(^{28}\) While this is quite true, it has to be reminded, though, that the Holy Spirit is even more present in the way the Bible has been revealed, written and kept, as well, cf. Mat. 22.43, Jn. 14:26, 2 Tim. 3.16, 1 Pet. 1:11-12. Such statements convey a special status to Tradition, akin to that of Scripture, and proclaims, as well, a unitary view on Tradition; it stands, however, for too romantic a view on the writings of the holy Fathers, which are not as unified and monolithic as might be wished.\(^{29}\) This is a difficult to assess issue, since Orthodoxy ‘is not at all consistent about the relationship between Scripture and tradition.’\(^{30}\)

It would be helpful, however, to remind that there are two main views concerning the relation between Scripture and Tradition. According to the \textit{two-source} view, Christian heritage consists of two different witnesses, \textit{i.e.} Scripture and the later Tradition (a two unit bookshelves view). According to this view, next to Scripture, with its OT and NT books, the Tradition includes the later literature, such as: (1) the interpretation of the Scripture by the Church; (2) official confessions of faith; (3) definitions and creeds of the Ecumenical Councils; (4) the teaching of the Fathers and later ecclesiastical authors; and (5) the forms, acts and institutions and liturgies of the early church.”\(^{31}\) The second theory affirms a \textit{one-source} view on Scripture and Tradition, a more unitary perspective (an inclusive integrative view, like a basket and everything in it). According to this view, Tradition includes everything of value in the life of the Church: (1) the Scripture; (2) the seven Ecumenical Councils and the Creed; (3) the later councils; (4) the writings of the Fathers; (5) the liturgy; (6) the Canon Law; and even (7) the icons.\(^{32}\) For both of these views the Bible is, in a sense, the primary \textit{written} tradition of the Church, although \textit{not the only} one (the specific emphasis of the second view).\(^{33}\) The first approach is rather characteristic of Protestants, for whom ‘the principle of \textit{sola scriptura} places Scripture above tradition’, while the second is shared by the Orthodox who tend to see Scripture and Tradition ‘as two coequal forms of one organic whole’.\(^{34}\) For the Orthodox, the supremacy of Scripture over Tradition, in Protestantism, is seen as a proclamation of the self-sufficiency of Scripture, an elevation of Scripture above the Church, in other words - the ‘sin of the Reformation’.\(^{35}\) However, even


\(^{30}\) Clendenin, \textit{Eastern Orthodox}, p. 155.


\(^{32}\) Ware, \textit{The Orthodox Church}, pp. 207-215. The seven councils acknowledged as ecumenical and binding upon the Church are the councils from Nicea: 325; Constantinople 1: 381; Ephesus: 431; Chalcedon: 451; Constantinople 2: 553; Constantinople 3: 680; and Nicea, the second: 787 The seven councils acknowledged as ecumenical and binding upon the Church are the councils from Nicea: 325; Constantinople 1: 381; Ephesus: 431; Chalcedon: 451; Constantinople 2: 553; Constantinople 3: 680; and Nicea, the second: 787. Cf. A. A. Boglepov, ‘Which Councils are Recognized as Ecumenical?’, \textit{St. Vladimir's Seminary Quarterly}, 7 (1963), 54-72. The concept of universal acceptance is particularly well handled by J. Meyendorff, \textit{The Orthodox Church}, Crestwood, NY: St. Vladimir’s Seminary Press, 1981, pp. 29-32.

\(^{33}\) Bishop Dmitri, \textit{Orthodox Christian Teaching}, p. 7.

\(^{34}\) Clendenin, \textit{Eastern Orthodox}, p. 104.

\(^{35}\) Florovsky, quoted in Clendenin, \textit{Eastern Orthodox}, p. 105. Philaret’s \textit{Cathechism}, arts. 4, 5 affirms that Tradition is more ancient, closer to the sources - for Christ and the apostles taught orally at first (in Grass, \textit{Evangelicalism and the Orthodox Church}, p. 101), yet, he also affirms the preeminence of Scripture, which \textit{is} the Word of God, as the test of all
for some Orthodox authors, Scripture and tradition are still ‘unequal in value’, and Scripture alone ‘has first place’.36 The testimony of the Fathers is not uniform, either. Even some of the first Fathers who advocated the need for Tradition, such as Vincent of Lerins, for example, understood that Scripture has a primary place and as ‘the only, primary, and ultimate canon of the Christian truth’.37

In order to understand the relationship between the context of the NT writing and that of the Tradition, one could suggest a parallel often ignored in the theological discussion about the nature of Tradition, namely, the relationship between rabbinical Judaism, during its formative years, when the Talmud was written, and the growth of Christian Tradition as an interpretative body of writings, on OT and NT alike. Talmudic literature claimed to preserve the oral law (the oral Torah, transmitted by Joshua and developed by prophets, teachers, rabbis, etc.) as a fence for keeping the true meaning of the written Torah (the books of Moses), and was, at the same time, a reaction against Christian interpretation of the written Torah (against Christ’s messianic interpretation of the OT, communicated further by the apostles and evangelists), as well as a reaction to the recent loss of Temple and country (AD 70, 132), which sprang from the need to emphasize a different Jewish identity for those of the Dispersion, in the Roman and the Parthian empires. It is not unfair to suggest that Christian Tradition came into being, as well, as a reaction against the Talmud and against the heresies of the time, as an attempt at establishing an appropriate interpretation of the OT, according to Jesus’ message and that of the subsequent apostolic preaching.38 This would mean that there is a slight difference between the context of the writing of the NT and that of the Tradition, as a collection of commentaries, letters, homilies, rules, creeds, etc. aimed at preserving the correct meaning of the Gospel. The first has appeared in an evangelistic, missionary context, the second in a markedly apologetic context.

36 Bulgakov, Orthodox Church, p. 207. p. According to T. Hopko, Tradition can never contradict Scripture, and in this sense Scripture is the ‘main written authority’ by which ‘everything in the church is judged’ (Hopko, ‘The Bible in the Orthodox Church’, St. Vladimir’s Seminary Quarterly, 15 (1970), 49-50, cf. Clendenin, Eastern Orthodox, p. 109).

37 Florovsky, Bible, Church, Tradition, p. 75, on St. Vincent of Lerins.

Tradition appeared, thus, in the normal confrontation with heresies. Heretics were able to use the Scriptures in detail and extensively, while twisting their meaning according to their own ends. In a famous metaphor, Irenaeus explained the perfidy of such a faulty quotation through the story of a brilliant king who used the pieces of a beautiful mosaic to reconstruct the picture of a fox, as well as that of a dog, in both instances claiming a reconstruction true to the original, since on both accounts he used all the original fragments. Many of the Fathers of the Church expressed a deep concern regarding such perversion of Scripture. Basil the Great emphasized the need for keeping the traditional interpretations of Scripture: ‘if we attacked the unwritten customs, claiming them to be of little importance, we would fatally mutilate the Gospel, no matter what our intentions - or rather, we would reduce the Gospel to bare words’; and bare words, outside the context of spiritual authority of the Church, are open to misuse. Tertullian made similar points, arguing that God himself has let Scripture as such, so that heretics might misuse it and believers might defend it.

However, even this tradition, seen as a guardian to the true meaning of Scriptures, could be misappropriated, as well: par excellence, the Gnostics were those who appealed to such external testimonies in order to justify their teachings, which were alien to the Scriptures. In order to understand how heresies operated in relation to Scripture, and how the Early church felt the need to impose document limits to the NT books, through the Canon, or interpretative limits, through the commentaries of the Fathers, one could look at two notorious examples of heretics, of Gnostic source, at Marcion of Pontus and at Valentinus of Alexandria, both active during the first half of the second century AD. Marcion mutilated the Scriptures physically, reducing the four NT gospels to one, based on Luke and purged of all OT references (Euaggelion), and keeping only Paul’s epistles (Apostolikon), cleansed, as well, of all references to OT, creation, Law, etc (for him the God of the OT was a cruel one, different from the God of the NT, whom Christ represented, and whose rule was based on love for the whole humankind). Valentinus, on his part, intervened theologically and stylistically in the NT, copying its style and creating new NT books, like the Gospel of Truth, which he included in his authoritative collection of Scriptures. He is notorious for dismissing any distinction between the NT Scriptures and his own works, claiming that he was inspired by the same spiritual light from within. Both men were instrumental in determining Christians to come together and decide what was normative and fundamental testimony about Christ’s proclamation, i.e., the Canon. The main function of Tradition, in the early Church, was then, that of a guardian to the true meaning of the NT, it served to
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39 Irenaeus, Against Heresies, 1.8., 1.9.4.
41 Cf. Vincent of Lérins, Commonitorium, 2.
42 Tertullian, Prescriptions against Heretics, 39. ‘I think I may say without fear of contradiction that by the will of God the Scriptures themselves were so arranged as to furnish matter for the heretics. For without the Scripture there can be no heresy’; idem, Prescriptions against Heretics, 15-17: heretics ‘plead Scripture...’ yet they use a false exegesis which injures truth: ‘they rely on passages which they have put together in a false context or fastened on because of their ambiguity’.
43 Irenaeus, Against Heresies, 1.8-10.
have ‘Scripture rightly understood’, not conveniently replaced. As well, the Canon of the NT, set by the early Church, implies a definite separation of inspired Scripture from heretical writings, but also from other later yet good, maybe inspired and, to a degree, even authoritative, Church testimony (cf. some of the apocrypha, such as *The Shepherd of Hermas*, or the pseudepigrapha, such as *The Epistle of Barnabas*, the epistles of Clement, of Ignatius, other later letters or homilies of the various Fathers, commentaries to the Scripture, *i.e.* the main core of the Tradition). The uniqueness of Scripture, as opposed to Tradition, derives then, as well, from the special relationship between Christ and the Gospel, a relationship clearly affirmed by the Fathers, as well.

*The Special Relationship Between Christ and the Gospel*

Among the Orthodox theologians one can detect a certain struggle for affirming that Scripture is somehow more than a Church record, a historical primer approved and used by the Church. J. Behr notes, for example, that Scripture should not be seen ‘as a [mere] record of the relationship between God and the human race’ but, rather, ‘as constitutive of that relationship or as the medium of that relationship. [...] if Scripture is only a record of these events, then of what relevance is it today for our relationship to God in Christ? [...] why has this record been fixed in a closed canon?’ According to such an understanding, Scripture represents a meeting place with God himself. The Canon is an open invitation to a Christocentric reading of all Scripture (OT and NT), a focused proclamation of Christ. Paramount to a correct understanding of Scripture, then, is an illumination initiated by the Holy Spirit, in order to see Christ - in the words of Hilary of Poitiers ‘Scripture is not in the reading but in the understanding’. This special relation between NT as Scripture and the person of Jesus Christ, in the understanding of the early Church, can be illustrated particularly well – and interestingly so, by reference to two specific authors from the beginning of the second century AD, Ignatius of Antioch and Papias of Hierapolis.

Ignatius, writing approximately in AD 110 to Christians in Philadelphia, saw Jesus as being the essence of the apostolic kerygma, and of the OT, as well. In his letter, he advises Philadelphians to preserve the unity of the church, in submission to their bishop, and to stand against heresies (Judaizers, Ebionites, certain groups with a restrictive teaching on Scripture) and his advise for them is to ‘do nothing out of strife, but according to the doctrine of Christ’ (*mhden kat' ejiqian prassete, ajlα kata cristomaqian*). He motivates his counsel by remembering that he himself heard some saying, ‘if I do not find the Gospel in the archives, I will not believe it’ (*hκousa gar tinwn' legontwn, ofi, eπα mh eπ toι- ajceioi- eufw tou eυγγελιου, ouj pisteuω*). Apparently, these were people who preached a restrictive, OT centred teaching on Jesus, rejecting the authority of

---

46 Clendenin, *Eastern Orthodox*, p. 156.
47 Behr, ‘Scripture’, p. 227.
the local bishop, as well, and certain forms of apostolic oral witness. Were these ‘archives’ mentioned in Ignatius’ letter, simply the Scriptures of the OT, or, they did include certain Christian written testimonies, in the form of simple gospel messages, a primitive outline of Jesus’ preaching, or samples of the earlier letters of Paul (so that the later letters of Paul, the Catholic Letters of the other apostles, and some later Gospels, such as John and Luke were rejected by them)? Whatever the case, Ignatius’ response emphasizes for all that, for him, Christ himself is the authoritative archives, the authoritative Word of God:

For me the archives are Jesus Christ, the inviolable archives are His cross and death and His resurrection and the faith which is through Him - in these I desire to be justified by your prayers... the beloved prophets made their announcement with Him in view, but the Gospel is the completion of incorruption.51

Ignatius runs to the words of the Gospel to find salvation and comfort as if he were running to embrace Jesus Himself, in the body: ‘I flee to the Gospel as to the flesh of Jesus, and to the apostles as to the presbytery of the Church...’.52 Even if some commentators read here an appeal to the authority of the Church in reading and understanding Scripture,53 it is clear that, in a special way, unmatched by other apostolic writings or testimony, a complete communication of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, in written or oral form, was seen as the locus of one’s encounter with Christ himself. Reminiscent of K. Barth,54 J. Behr notes that ‘for Ignatius, Jesus Christ is the sole locus of God’s revelation’, for Christ and the Gospel are inseparable.55 This understanding was not a rare phenomenon among the holy Fathers. In some of his writings, for example, Irenaeus has expressed a similar view describing the NT as a recapitulation of the OT, a focused, enhanced resumé of God’s revelation and of human history. He saw Jesus Christ as the One in whom history becomes reenacted and redeemed, in whom the stories of the OT become types and prophecies fulfilled.56

This special link between Christ and the power of the Gospel appears, as well, in one of Papias’ statements (bishop of Hierapolis, cca. AD 110 -130). Papias gives an interesting testimony when he disclosed that ‘I did not suppose that the things from the books would help me so much as the things heard from the living and continuing voice’.57 For Papias, the audible proclamation of Christ’s Gospel coming from first hand witnesses was a greater blessing than the reading of the written Gospels. One can detect the same deep attachment to Christ, through his Gospel, as seen in Ignatius’ letter to the Philadelphians. In an age when eye-witnesses of Jesus’ life are not available, any longer, failing to encourage Christians to a

---

51 Ignatius, Philadelphians, 8.4-9.3. Τοιοι αγιοι ες την αγιασμον της Κριστου - Κτλ. Cf. Behr, ‘Scripture’, p. 239.
52 Ignatius, Philadelphians, 5.2-4.
53 Lossky interprets the above quotation as meaning that ‘the Scriptures are not [the] archives of the Truth but its living body’... and that ‘the Scriptures can be possessed only within the Church, which is the unique body of Christ’ (Lossky, In the Likeness, p. 149).
54 Evangelical theology celebrates ‘God with us’ and ‘God for us’ and this knowledge is ‘nothing else but the most thankful and happy science’ (K. Barth, Evangelical Theology: An Introduction, Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1963).
55 Behr, ‘Scripture’, p. 240.
56 Behr, ‘Scripture’, p. 246.
57 Papias, quoted by Eusebius, History of the Church, 3.39.4.30-33, ου γαρ τα εκ των βιβλιων τοσουτον μειρειν ημας εις τον καιρον μενοης�.
personal reading of the NT, as Scripture revealing Jesus Christ, leaves one in with a feeling of an intense contrast with these early Fathers.

To be sure, there are some positive developments in certain Orthodox parishes, as well, mainly in the USA communities, most probably under the influence of evangelical ethos:

...Bible studies are organized and held regularly as church activities...These study groups, usually under the leadership of their pastors, ask for Biblical commentaries.... This is a challenge to Orthodox scholars and teachers, to translate their research and to convey in clear terms an Orthodox perspective within which the people would be able to use, to judge and evaluate new ideas which are appearing so frequently in our pluralistic society. In view of these developments, Biblical interpreters may influence Christian life significantly. Their findings or interpretations not only furnish information to satisfy public curiosity, but become a call to a new life in Christ, as it was in the early Church.58

The final document of the European Seminar on the Role and the Place of the Bible in the Liturgical and Spiritual Life of the Orthodox Church, held in Prague, September 12-18, 1977, made the following remarks:

Holy Scripture is the Source and basis of the whole liturgical and spiritual life of the Church... The incarnate Word of God nourishes the Church in the liturgy, as Good News and as spiritual Bread. Indeed, one cannot share in the eucharistic part of the liturgy without fully sharing in its kerygmatic part (biblical readings, sermons, etc.)... The faithful should have a better knowledge of, and a more direct access to the biblical texts printed wholly or in part in the language they speak. The translation and distribution of the Bible remains an important task and responsibility of the Church.59

Despite such documents, however, Eastern European Orthodoxy, appears to have difficulties in implementing a dynamic emphasis on the study of the Word. The agenda here is still dominated by confrontational polity in relation to Greek-Catholics, Evangelicals, by continuing attempts at defining Orthodoxy as the State Religion in these countries.60 Among


The implications of this two-minded attitude towards the Bible, at the same time based on Tradition and, yet, in contrast with many of the major Fathers of the Early Church, there is a certain mutual exclusion in terms of Bible studies and Bible approaches, among the Baptist and the Orthodox. For example, along with all protestants, Baptists are charged with having ‘uprooted the Bible from its natural context and attempted to transform it into a reality of itself, the ultimate authority in the life and the faith of the people’; while ‘for us [i.e., the Orthodox, in the article] the Bible is the Book of the Church, of a very concrete Church - the same in its historical continuity from the time when the NT canon was created until today - which continuity they [i.e., the Baptists, in the article] do not acknowledge and, consequently, they are not justified in using this Bible’. 61 This denial of others’ right to read and interpret the Bible is supported, as well, by a certain inertia in Bible translating projects and by a certain lack of interest in hermeneutics. 62

Conclusions

The authority of the Bible as the Word of God remains a subject of major importance, both for the Orthodox and for the Baptist believer. In an increasingly secular culture individuals and institutions are increasingly confronted with an agressive questioning of authority, particularly so, of the authority the state and, as well, of the spiritual authority of the Church and of the Scripture. As the Orthodox Church is still advocating an authoritarian response, built on the argument of Tradition and on nationalist feelings, will this approach be sufficient or appropriate in answering people’s questions, or in defending Christian faith, or in building a new, healed society? It has to be reminded, in this context, that one of the major disenchantments of people with the Orthodox Church is the fact that it has produced so few individuals of character, 65 and has joined so many debatable courses of religious polity; the Eastern European countries, of which many are proud of their Orthodox heritage, are chronically ridden with corruption, with desconsideration of human rights, with disregard of others view on faith and life. In our view, one of the causes for this problem is a chronic lack of Bible reading, which for the Fathers, was nearly as important as embracing

newspaper articles: B. Ficeac, ‘Subminarea Credinței’ [The Undermining of Faith], Romania Libera newspaper, 4th July 2001; the editorial, ‘Ce ascund mahării Bisericii’ [Whatever have the VIP of the Church to hide...], Evenimentul Zilei newspaper, 3rd July 2001; ; N. Omuț, ‘Jihadul orthodox la Niculițel!’ [Orthodox Jihad at Niculițel], Romania Mare – nr. 595, vineri, 7 decembrie 2001, p. 18, cf. și ‘Fețe bisericești, instigate la violență fizică; Reprezentanții Alianței Evanghelice au fost izgonați, cu amenințări’ [Church leaders instigate to physical violence; The Evangelical Alliance representatives are chased away under threats], Telegraf, joi, 29 noiembrie 2001, ‘Jihadul Ortodox la Niculițel’, Independentul, joi, 29 noiembrie 2001, etc. Cf. D. Barbu: ‘[for the Orthodox Church] the discriminatory judicial status as national church is indispensable: her hierarchy needs a new law, not faith...’ (D. Barbu, Republica absentă, București: Nemira, 1999, p. 253).

61 Coman, Biblia în Biserică, p. 78.

62 Orthodox Seminaries in Romania, or Russia, etc., do not have any hermeneutics course. Cf. Coman, Biblia in Biserică, pp. 71, 74, 75, 98. Cf. that, at p. 74, Coman notes ‘The West has known hermeneutical problems and looks for solutions. The Orthodox East has got the solutions but has no manifest interest in hermeneutics’ (although, it is difficult to have solutions in underdeveloped research fields...). He notes, as well that ‘the lack of any such interest, the want of orthodox hermeneutics – of a theological hermeneutic, in general, made it possible the alienation of orthodox theology from the life of the Church, at large; efforts for developing an Orthodox biblical hermeneutics would narrow the gap between orthodox theology and the life of the Church’ (idem, op.cit., p. 74).

63 This is not to say that Orthodoxy has not provided great men, this century, like Father Dimitri Dudko, Alexander Elchaninov, in Russia, etc. However, this has not been perceived as one of her distinctive features, especially not in her relationship with the State (traditionally known as the Church-State, or Emperor-Patriarch principle of symphony).
Christ himself and listening to Him in person. One of the possible solutions to this state of affairs is, then, to acknowledge the capacity of biblical texts to form and transform us, not only to inform us: ‘Scripture is not an object to be manipulated, dissected, explained. It is, rather, a subject, a partner in conversation, with questions and challenges of its own.’ Part of the Baptist vision is that one should read the Scripture individually and in community, as well, and do so with a ‘hermeneutic of participation’ not out of mere scientifical or archaeological interest, or on short selections and excerpts. This goes beyond a vision status and constitutes, in fact a traditional Baptist emphasis. It is worth noting that in their approach to Scripture ‘rather than beginning with revelation as “a way of securing epistemological foundations” as the scholastics of the Reformed tradition do, the Anabaptists began not with a theory of inspiration “but with a sense of participation in the Story, of being addressed by a living Word”’. The Baptist battle for a revitalized reading of the Bible is deeply founded on the conviction that while the Scriptures shape our views of God they also invite us to engage the Word as faithful communities who struggle to live by it, growing in faith and in Christian character, in witness, enlarging the Kingdom of God and looking forward for the Second Coming of Christ.

64 Green, ‘Biblical Authority’, p. 168.
Orthodox Christians believe the biblical promise that the Holy Spirit is given through chrismation (anointing) at baptism (Acts 2:38). We are to grow in our experience of the Holy Spirit for the rest of our lives. INCARNATION. The Orthodox Church practices baptism by full immersion. Currently, some consider baptism to be only an "outward sign" of belief in Christ. This innovation has no historical or biblical precedent. Still others, ignoring the Bible completely, reject baptism as a vital factor in salvation. Orthodoxy maintains that these contemporary innovations rob sincere people of the most important assurances that baptism provides -- namely that they have been united to Christ and are part of His Church. NEW BIRTH. NEW BIRTH is receipt of new life. The Orthodox Study Bible is a treasure of ancient Church wisdom. I never knew how important it would be for the Old Testament to be Septuagint rather than the Hebrew until I did some studies. Historically, the Septuagint was the primary source of Old Testament for the Jews prior to Christ's First Coming and was used by Christ, and the Early Christians (est. This is all in the Orthodox Study Bible. I highly recommend it because it will deepen your understanding of Scripture and help you see the divine hand of Savior from Old Testament to New Testament. Read more. Orthodox Faith & Life. Picture Books. Prayer Books. The first ever full-length Orthodox Study Bible in English presents the Bible of the early church and the church of the early Bible. It is the fruit of over twenty years of labor by many of the best Orthodox Christian theologians of our time. This long-awaited single volume brings together an original translation of the Old Testament from the Septuagint with the classic Orthodox Study Bible: New Testament and Psalms. Countless others will find the Orthodox Study Bible an invaluable roadmap for their spiritual journey. Those exploring Christianity for the first time and those Christians waiting to discover their own spiritual roots will see this Bible as a source of inspiration and challenge. Features include